
Nombre: ______________________________________________ Fecha: _________________________              
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Grading Rubric for In-class Composition               Nota:   ______/50  =  ________ % 
 

Vocabulary      0     1     2         3       4        5       6        7       8        9       10 

 SCORE: 

   

Vocabulary is very 

poor and/or has 

abundant errors in 

usage: false 

cognates, etc. 

Vocabulary is 

below average 

and/or has many 

errors in usage: 

false cognates, etc. 

Vocabulary is 

average and/or has 

some errors in 

usage: false 

cognates, etc. 

Vocabulary is very 

good and/or has 

only a few errors in 

usage. 

Vocabulary is rich 

and varied.   

No errors in usage. 

Grammar      0     1     2         3       4        5       6        7       8        9       10 

SCORE:  Incomprehensible 

due to abundance 

of errors. 

Serious 

grammatical errors, 

extremely difficult 

to understand. 

Many grammatical 

errors, but text is 

more or less 

comprehensible. 

A few grammatical 

errors, but easy to 

understand in most 

parts. 

No grammatical 

errors /only a few 

minor ones. 

Perfectly 

comprehensible. 

Spelling      0     1     2         3       4        5       6        7       8        9       10 

SCORE: 

 

Almost no words 

spelled correctly, 

no correct accent 

marks. 

Abundant spelling 

errors and incorrect 

accent marks. 

Several spelling 

errors and incorrect 

accent marks. 

Some spelling 

errors and incorrect 

accent marks. 

Very few or no 

spelling errors and 

incorrect accent 

marks. 

Punctuation      0     1     2         3       4        5       6        7       8        9       10 

SCORE: Absent or very little 

punctuation used. 

Abundant errors in 

punctuation. 

Several  errors in  

punctuation. 

Some errors in 

punctuation. 

Very few or no 

errors in 

punctuation. 

Content      0     1     2         3       4        5       6        7       8        9       10 

SCORE:  Meets none of the 

thematic 

requirements. 

Completely off 

topic. 

Occasionally 

addressed the 

theme, but did not 

give any supporting 

arguments or 

examples. 

Theme was 

addressed in 

general, but 

supporting 

arguments and/or 

examples are very 

repetitive & vague. 

Most of the essay 

supported or 

covered the theme. 

Examples are 

varied with little or 

no repetition. 

Well-developed 

points which 

support the theme/ 

argument; good 

variety with no 

repetition. 

 

INSTRUCTIONS:   Please read carefully! 

 
COVER SHEET. Print and complete this cover sheet and STAPLE it to these pages: 

 

 Your in-class composition with the ECCO correction code markings 

 Your final revised version of the in-class composition 

 

FORMAT & LENGTH for DEFINITIVE VERSION of  IN-CLASS COMPOSITION 

 

 Times New Roman font, 12 pt., double-spaced, with 1" margins all around. 

 Length:   N/A. -  Final version should be typed version of handwritten essay done in class, 

   with corrections only (no additions or omissions to the original text written in class are allowed.) 

 

¡OJO! -  Final revised essays which are not accompanied by this rubric and the original version 

written in class (with the instructor's ECCO corrections) WILL NOT be accepted for a grade. 


